Haynes ford focus

Please try later if you cannot find what you are looking for. The Ford Focus is the facelifted Mk3
model and comes with 1. Diesel options initially included a new 1. As well as the 1. Every
iteration of the Focus, since , has been one of the best driving hatchbacks you can buy, and this
version is no exception. The suspension is on the firm side, which means the car handles twisty
B-roads with ease, and yet also somehow manages to absorb the worst road surfaces, ensuring
a comfortable ride for occupants. All of the engines are highly rated, especially the 1. But the
star of the show is the 1. It's boosted by a turbo, which makes it feel lively even at motorway
speeds, yet economy can rival that of the diesels. There have been a couple of reliability
concerns with the Ecoboost, though, which necessitate frequent checks to make sure coolant
and hoses are in good order. Wondering when to change the oil or what type to use in a Ford
Focus? Perhaps you're trying to find out how often to change the fluids, what the service
intervals are or check the brakes and perform other common jobs? Haynes has all the routine
maintenance answers. Modern cars like the Ford Focus need much less maintenance than the
vehicles of 25 years ago, but they still have needs. What follows is our quick reference guide to
many of the recommended routine maintenance tasks for the Ford Focus, most of which you
can do yourself at home. If you need more guidance or step-by-step instructions, check out the
video tutorials in our online manual, or get our traditional printed manual. The maintenance
intervals in this manual are provided with the assumption that you, not the dealer, will be
carrying out the work. These are the minimum intervals recommended by us for vehicles driven
daily. If you wish to keep your vehicle in peak condition at all times, you may wish to perform
some of these procedures more often. We encourage frequent maintenance, since it enhances
the efficiency, performance and resale value of your vehicle. If the vehicle is driven in dusty
areas, used to tow a trailer, or driven frequently at slow speeds idling in traffic or on short
journeys, more frequent maintenance intervals are recommended. It is strongly recommended,
however, that the interval is reduced to 80 miles, particularly on vehicles which are subjected to
intensive use, ie, mainly short journeys or a lot of stop-start driving. The actual belt renewal
interval is therefore very much up to the individual owner, but bear in mind that severe engine
damage will result if the belt breaks. It is strongly recommended, however, that the interval is
reduced to miles, particularly on vehicles which are subjected to intensive use, ie, mainly short
journeys or a lot of stop-start driving. It is strongly recommended, however, that the interval is
reduced to miles or 8 years, particularly on vehicles which are subjected to intensive use, ie,
mainly short journeys or a lot of stop-start driving. Go to front page. Check out our YouTube
video on potential problems with the Ford Focus:. Embedded video. Every 80, miles Renew the
timing belt and tensioners â€” 1. The actual belt renewal interval is therefore very much up to
the individual owner, but bear in mind that severe engine damage will result if the belt breaks
Every , miles or 8 years, whichever comes first Renew the auxiliary belt Renew the timing belt
and tensioners â€” 1. Ford Focus. Recommended for you. How do I change? April 13, Lockdown
easing: 5 essential car maintenance tips. March 31, March 29, Cars on YouTube: highlights from
Haynes. March 24, Ford is one of the most popular auto makers in the world. The American
giant is headquartered in Michigan and was founded in by Henry Ford. The company sells a
large range of vehicles, including commercial and luxury cars. Ford is currently the
second-largest U. In alone, Ford produced more than 5. Written by experts with hands-on
experience, our extensive selection of Ford repair manuals will help you to fully service your
vehicle, as well as rebuild from the ground up. Haynes manuals provide you with all the
practical tips, photos, and step-by-step explanations you need to get the job done. Go to front
page. Search results Search Haynes. Year Year Make Make. Model Model. Aerostar - Aspire Bronco - Bronco II - Contour - Country Squire - Courier - Crown Victoria - Custom - E Econoline
- E Econoline Club Wagon - E Club Wagon - E Super Duty - Edge - Elite - Escape - Escort Excursion - Expedition - Explorer - Explorer Sport - Explorer Sport Trac - F - F Heritage - F Super
Duty - FHD - Fairmont - Festiva - Fiesta - Five Hundred - Focus - Freestar - Fusion - Gran Torino LTD - LTD Crown Victoria - LTD II - Mustang - Probe - Ranchero - Ranger - Taurus - Tempo Thunderbird - Torino - Windstar - Please wait Navigation Menu Vehicles. Models shown are
Focus Range. Find out more. Model shown is Focus Titanium X. Model shown is Focus Vignale.
Stock Config. Engines: 1. Technology with purpose The Focus is built to improve your driving
experience in every way. Together, these smart technologies can help manage acceleration,
braking, and even steering. It's technology that's so effortless and useful, you'll wonder how
you ever did without it. Comfortable and connected Clean lines, a sleek layout and
sophisticated look. The interior of Focus is more comfortable, spacious and modern than ever
before. And now, you and your car can stay connected wherever you are. The power you want
and the efficiency you need The Focus is available with a range of powerful and highly
fuel-efficient engines, all complemented by 8-speed automatic or 6-speed manual
transmissions. The exterior design has also been sculpted to create a shape that's both athletic

and aerodynamic, whilst helping to improve efficiency even further. Your safety. Our priority. A
series of smart technologies are designed to protect you, your family, and other road users. For
example, Active Braking and Pre-Collision Assist with Pedestrian and Cyclist Detection can
warn you of potential collisions and even apply the brakes automatically if you don't react in
time. Room for everything The brand new interior makes full use of every square millimetre of
its space to give you the most versatile Focus ever. There's generous head, leg and elbow room
at the front and back of the vehicle, so even your tallest passengers will feel comfortable. And
there's an adjustable load floor in the boot, which can be raised to give you a hidden storage
compartment, or lowered to increase space. Now you and your car can really connect For the
first time ever, the Focus is available with FordPass Connect modem. The system provides a
range of invaluable benefits, including up to 4G LTE WiFi for up to ten devices, and real-time
traffic updates delivered straight to your in-car satnav. In the event of an accident, FordPass
Connect will even place an eCall to the emergency services providing your vehicles location.
Telephone field must contain only numbers! Email field can not be empty and must be a valid
email address! Message field can not be empty! Send Enquiry. Some features may not work
correctly in your browser. Skip To Main Content. Call Us. Find Us. View available reviews. Used
Car Search:. We are committed to offering our customers some of the best prices on Ford's
best selling and award winning model range. We can offer great deals on the full Ford model
range, from small hatchbacks to large estates and SUV's. The days when the only choice was
between a petrol or diesel engine are gone forever. Early heralds the arrival of Ford's fully
electric Mach-E to cater for the rise in demand for green power. We are pleased to be one of the
first Ford dealers to offer our customers an online purchase journey for a new or used vehicle.
Within the sales pages of this website we have provided you with the opportunity to interact
with our team and ask them questions using a variety of digital communication channels. We
have the facility to provide an online tool to value your part exchange and you can even arrange
your own finance, all at the click of a button. We will even, within a certain distance radius,
deliver your vehicle to your door. Take a moment to Click Here and read what our customers
have to say about us. New and Used Ford Car Sales Our friendly, fully Ford trained and helpful
sales team can offer advice on the finance options available, as well as recommend what
specification would be of most benefit to you. We can also deal with any Motability questions
with a sympathetic and fully trained sales team. Haynes Ford are one of the very few Family run
Ford Dealerships in the country and we have always recognised the vital importance of
providing our customers with not only outstanding value but excellent customer service, a
factor which has resulted in us receiving numerous awards. We provide full demonstrations and
test drives through our friendly and knowledgeable sales team. We can offer advice on the
London Emmision Zone and the latest Euro regulations. We are pleased to offer wheelchair
accessible vehicles and can advise on any conversion requests. Over 13, different Ford Parts
are held in stock at any one time, backed up by a sophisticated Stock Management and Parts
Identification Systems, meaning that most Customer, Workshop and Bodyshop requirements
are immediately available. There are over , Genuine Ford Parts stocked and most requirements
are available overnight. Our well stocked Ford Parts Shop holds a wide range of motoring and
consumable items, all at very competitive prices. Our telephone team have over years of Ford
Parts experience between them and a vast and diverse knowledge of general Motor Vehicle
Technology. This ensures that they are able to provide the right parts at the right time. Our
Service team can offer improved efficiency and fuel economy, provide full and interim services
and oil changes, check tyre pressures and carry out diesel repairs and air filter checks. Ford
trained technicians complete all the Ford servicing using tools and the latest diagnostic
equipment which have been specifically designed for Ford vehicles. Every Ford service now
comes with free Ford Roadside Assistance cover for 12 months or until your next service is
due. The Ford Motorcraft Service is fantastic value and is available on vehicles over three years
old, with MOT's available both with at reduced rate and without service full price. Ford
Commercial Vehicle drivers can book in for Overnight Servicing with our Transit Specialist
Service Department to help you receive the best return on investment from your Ford vehicle.
We can also provide a Mobile Servicing Option, speak to one of our team if you are interested in
booking this option. Close to Medway and it's market towns plus the European transport hub of
Ashford. Haynes Ford - Always Driving Value. Please try later if you cannot find what you are
looking for. Do you own a Ford Focus? Trying to work out how to change the pollen filter,
coolant or tail light bulbs? Our YouTube channel has all the answers! How to replace the rear
light bulbs How to change the engine oil and filter How to replace the air filter How to remove
and replace the battery How to change the coolant shown below How to check the fluid levels
How to replace the tail light bulbs How to replace the rear shock absorbers How to replace the
pollen filter How to replace the battery How to replace the spark plugs. The videos are designed

to complement our print or online manuals for the Ford Focus hatchback and estate. Written
from hands-on experience gained from the complete strip-down and rebuild of a Ford Focus,
Haynes can help you understand, care for and repair your car. We do it ourselves to help you
do-it-yourself, and whatever your mechanical ability, the practical step-by-step explanations,
linked to over photos, will help you get the job done right. Regular servicing and maintenance of
your Ford Focus can help maintain its resale value, save you money, and make it safer to drive.
Get the full print or online manual here. The C Focus was Introduced in the spring of and
brought with it a development of Ford 's kinetic design concept with a low profile bonnet and
wrap-around lights. The range covered by this manual shares many of the attributes of its
ancestors, but with improved refinement and performance, coupled with lower emissions.
Safety features included door side impact bars, airbags for the driver and front-seat passenger,
side airbags, head airbags, whiplash protection system front seats and an advanced seat belt
system with pre-tensioners and load limiters. Vehicle security was enhanced, with an engine
immobiliser, shielded locks and security-coded audio equipment being fitted as standard, as
well as double-locking doors on most models. Perhaps the biggest change from previous
versions was the introduction of a new range of engines. The 1. All diesels are fitted with a
diesel particulate filter DPF to ensure compliance with European emissions regulations. The
transversely mounted engines drive the front wheels through either a five- or six-speed manual
transmission with a hydraulically operated clutch. An electronically controlled four-speed
automatic transmission was also available, but is not covered by this manual. The fully
independent suspension is by MacPherson struts and transverse lower arms at the front, with
multilink independent suspension at the rear; anti-roll bars are fitted at front and rear. The
vacuum servo-assisted brakes are disc at the front, and either disc or drum at the rear.
Power-assisted steering was standard on all models. The Mk3 Focus was the first Ford to
feature electric power steering, with a steering rack-mounted electric motor providing the
power, although some versions still retain standard power steering with a belt-driven hydraulic
pump. Air conditioning was standard on all models, with full climate control fitted to higher trim
level models. The interior was updated from previous versions, with an ergonomically designed
passenger cabin with high levels of safety and comfort for all passengers. Go to front page.
Embedded video. Click here to see the full YouTube playlist. Recommended for you. Free
Vauxhall Astra videos on our YouTube channel. Haynes on YouTube: Fiat playlist added. How
do I change? April 13, Lockdown easing: 5 essential car maintenance tips. March 31, March 29,
Cars on YouTube: highlights from Haynes. March 24,

